Christmas Gift Ideas

It's that special time of year. The Christmas Carols are playing on the radio, the malls are crowded and couples are trying to find tha
The Wine Lover
Wine Carafe Flights
Wine Carafe flight.png

Vintage inspired hand-crafted wine carafe flight. Rustic elegant set that can be used as a wedding placement, gift for a loved one or friend, for w

Wine Racks

Creative way to store your wine. This wine rack is not only great for storage but also was built out of red wine barrels. Completely customized fo

Wine Caddy
Wine Glass Caddy.JPG

The perfect way to present your favorite wine with 2 wine glasses. We also have a 4 glass caddy. (Read More)

The Foodie
Barrel Head Serving Tray

Made from a French Bordeaux barrel head. We try to preserve the cooperage or vineyard logo the best we can while sanding the piece to an ev

Sushi Tray
The burgundy stained wood takes center stage in this beautiful serving tray made from the stave of a reclaimed French wine barrel.

Lazy Susan
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Beautiful lazy susan made from the head of a reclaimed red wine barrel.

Barrel Table
The solution to those who love the look of a barrel but prefer additional function.

The Beer lover
Beer Flights
This is the perfect solution to those who have extensive beer collections and need more glasses for their tastings.

Barrel Stave Bar Stools

Add life to a space in your home with these fantastic barrel stave bar stools! There are a perfect compliment to an existing bar or a barrel table

Unique Gifts
Pens

Stylish crafted pens made from barrel staves. Carefully hand selected styles that balance perfectly in your hands. There are a wide variety of styl

Barrel Art Sun (And many other Unique Art Pieces)

Metal hoops from imported wine barrels are bent and arranged with wine stained barrel wood to create this sunny sculpture sure to uplift your h

Premium Bourbon Flight
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Our newest flight design! For the serious drinker who demands the best. The Glencarin whiskey glass is "The Official Whiskey Glass". Its unique
(Read More)

Dog beds
Your pet will sleep in style in this pet bed crafted from a wine barrel.

Barrel-Art definitely has something for everyone on your list. But time is short with only weeks left before Christmas. So order so
Happy Holidays from your friends at Barrel-Art

